Index

Accident year 11
Age-to-age factor estimate 18, 38, 271
Age-to-age factors, see Development factors
Aggregate process 6
ALAE, see Allocated loss adjustment expenses
Allocated loss adjustment expenses 13
Approach 1, see Unconditional resampling
Approach 2, see Partial conditional resampling
Approach 3, see Conditional resampling
Arrival process 371
Associated conjugate 122, 131, 350, 352
Bayesian Chain-ladder method 351–64
associated conjugate 352, 355
Bayesian estimator 353
conditional mean square error of prediction
associated conjugate 363, 364
credibility approach 361
non-informative prior 354, 355
credibility based estimator 360
credibility Chain-ladder 35
exponential dispersion family
model assumptions
associated conjugate 355
Bühlmann-Straub 359
Bayesian CL model 353
non-informative prior 354
non-informative prior 358, 363, 402
Bayesian estimator 91, 113, 125, 145, 353
Bayesian models 91–160
Bayesian overdispersed Poisson model 133
Bayes theorem 91, 101, 105, 113
Benktander-Hovinen method 92–4
BH estimator 92
BH reserves 93
Best estimate
accident year \( i \), 16, 17
IBNyR and UPR claims 9
reported claims 9
Beta function 408
BF method, see Bornhuetter-Ferguson method
BH method, see Benktander-Hovinen method
Bootstrap methods 233–55
bootstrap
confidence interval 236
consistency 236
distribution 235
sample 234
Chain-ladder method 244–8
conditional estimation error 247–8
unconditional estimation error 246–7
empirical distribution 235
Generalized linear models 242–4
Pearson residuals 242–3
Log-normal model for cumulative sizes 237–41
model assumptions (Gaussian residuals) 247
non-parametric bootstrap 234–6
parametric bootstrap 236–7
resampling
conditional 247
unconditional 246
SUR bootstrap technique 253–5
multi-dimensional 254
one-dimensional 253–4
Bornhuetter-Ferguson method 21–4, 26, 30, 37, 98, 223
BF claims development pattern 21, 224
BF estimator 22, 26, 223, 225
BF model assumptions I 21
BF model assumptions II 21, 99, 103
BF model assumptions III 224
BF reserves 24, 101, 103
conditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 231
single accident year 226
conditional process variance
single accident year 226
simulation approach 233
Bühlmann credibility model 145
Bühlmann-Straub credibility model 145–54, 359
Bayesian estimator 145
BS reserving estimator
homogenous 150
inhomogenous 150
Bühlmann-Straub estimator
homogenous 149
inhomogeneous 149
credibility weight 148
different a priori means 149
model assumptions 147
quadratic loss function 147, 148, 149–50
reserves 154, 155
structural parameters 147
unconditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 179, 180
single accident year 174, 179, 180
variational coefficient 152
Cape-Cod method 95–7
CC estimator 95
CC model assumptions 95
CC reserves 97
loss ratio 95
robustified overall loss ratio 95
Chain-ladder method 15–20, 33, 36
age-to-age factor estimate 16, 38
CL estimator 16, 27
CL factors, see Development factors
CL model assumptions 16
CL reserves 17, 19, 24, 137, 142, 145
conditional estimation error
linear approximation 52, 57, 59
lower bound 58
single accident year 44, 52
upper bound 58
conditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 41, 55, 57
Mack formula aggregated accident years 54
Mack formula single accident year 53, 59
single accident year 41, 52, 53
conditional process variance
aggregated accident years 42
single accident year 41, 42
enhanced, see Enhanced Chain-ladder method
individual development factor 38
Mack model 36, 73
resampling
conditional 54, 56, 57
partial conditional 54
unconditional 45, 47, 58
time series model 49
variance estimate 38
Claim(s)
aggregate process 6
arrival process 371
claim amount 1
claim history 2
accident year 2
claims closing 2
reopening 2
reporting date 2
counting process 371
development pattern 21, 92, 122, 146
development triangle 10
IBNeR 3, 375–7
IBNyR 3, 375–7
incurred 308
inflation 3
information process 86
paid 332
payment process 6, 372
payments 1
reported process 375
reporting date 372
reporting delay 372
reserves 1, 3, 10, 98
IBNeR 3, 375
IBNyR 3, 375
IBNyR and UPR claims 9
reported claims 9
reserving problem 5
settled 376
settlement process 6, 372
CL method, see Chain-ladder method
Combined Chain-ladder and additive loss
reserving method 301–29
conditional cross estimation error
single accident year 313
conditional cross process variance
single accident year 315
conditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 388
single accident year 384
conditional resampling 315
estimator 311
time series model 308
reserves 325
Conditional estimation error 34
aggregated accident years 78, 230, 272, 297, 388
single accident year 44, 55, 63, 74, 264, 295, 384
Conditional parameter error, see Conditional estimation error
Conditional parameter prediction error
aggregated accident years 78
single accident year 63
Conditional process variance 34
aggregated accident years 42, 78–9, 230, 272, 297
single accident year 41, 42, 63, 229
Conditional resampling 45, 46, 49, 73, 77, 259, 295–6, 384
Conditional stochastic error, see Conditional process variance
Counting process 372
Credibility coefficient 125, 128, 129
Credibility mixture 92, 98, 128
Credibility models 145–6
Credibility weight 101, 105, 110
Credibility weighted average 101, 107, 108
Credible claims reserving methods 98–113
Log-normal/Log-normal model 105–13
conditional mean square error of prediction
111
credibility weight 107, 108
credibility weighted average 107, 108
estimator 109
model assumptions 106
reserves 110
unconditional mean square error of prediction 121
model assumptions I 100
model assumptions II 103
Model of Gogol, see Log-normal/Lognormal model
optimal credibility factor 100, 101
reserves 99, 101, 104
unconditional mean square error of prediction
single accident year 121
Deflator 4
Development factors 16
Development period, see Development year
Development year 10
Distribution
continuous 167, 181
Beta 103, 408
compound Poisson 378
Gamma 114, 122, 167, 177, 183, 186, 187, 188, 365, 407
Log-normal 105, 167, 185, 407
multivariate Normal 203
Normal 167, 391, 402, 407
Uniform 60, 134, 354, 406
\( \chi^2 \) 203
discrete
Binomial 405
Negative-Binomial 117, 183, 405
Poisson 25, 114, 118, 182
stationary 154
Distributional models 193–227
EDF, see Exponential dispersion family
Enhanced Chain-ladder method 86
CL estimator 71
conditional estimation error
aggregated accident years 78
linear approximation 78
single accident year 74, 76, 79
conditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 80
single accident year 79
conditional parameter prediction error
aggregated accident years 80
single accident year 76–8
conditional process variance
aggregated accident years 80
single accident year 74
conditional resampling 73, 77
individual development factor 70
Enhanced Chain-ladder method (Continued)
reserves 101, 103
time series model 71
Estimated cashflow pattern 25, 30
Evolutionary credibility models, see Kalman filter
Exogenous information 6
Expected cashflow pattern 25
Expected cumulative cashflow pattern 21
Expected reporting pattern, see Expected cashflow pattern
Exponential dispersion family 113, 115, 121, 122, 205
Exponential dispersion method
associated conjugate 113
Bayesian estimator 113
conditional mean square error of prediction
single accident year 123
estimator 113, 114
Exponential dispersion model 113
model assumptions 115
reserves 127
unconditional mean square error of prediction
single accident year 11, 23
Exposure 199, 375
Exposure rate, see Risk exposure per time
Fisher information 202, 208
Fisher information matrix 193, 202, 203, 208, 211, 212, 213, 217, 218
FKG inequality 67
Full Bayesian approach 131, 138
Gamma function 407
Gamma model 186–8
estimator 187–8
model assumptions 186
model assumptions multiplicative structure 187
variance function 185, 272
General Insurance, see Non-Life Insurance
Generalized binomial coefficient 406
Generalized linear models 201–30
Bornhuetter-Ferguson method 223
BF estimator 225
BF model assumptions 224
conditional mean square error of prediction
226, 229
conditional process variance 226
prior estimate 224
simulation approach 232
classical linear model 205
conditional estimation error
aggregated accident years 230
conditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 230, 231
conditional process variance
aggregated accident years 231
design matrix 203, 205
estimator 209
Exponential dispersion family 205
Fisher information 202
Fisher information matrix 193, 202, 203, 208, 211, 212, 213, 217, 218
expected 211
observed 211
Fisher scoring method 210–214
Fisher scoring update 214
Gamma model 207
Gaussian model 207
Hessian matrix 211
Inverse-Gaussian model 207
iteratively weighted least-squares, see Fisher scoring method
linear predictor 203, 206
link function 203
canonical 206
log 203, 206, 208, 238
maximum likelihood estimator 201–3
model assumptions 205
multiplicative structure 204, 206, 208, 218, 223
Pearson residuals 218, 219, 221, 242
Poisson model 207, 225
quasi-likelihood models 206
random component 203
reserves 219–21
response function 203, 208
score function 211
systematic component 203
Tweedie’s compound Poisson model 207
unconditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 230
variance function 203, 207, 210
Hachemeister regression model 155–8
Hachemeister estimator 156
Hachemeister reserving estimator 157
model assumptions 155
quadratic loss matrix 157
standard regression case 157
structural parameters 158
Hoerl curve 158, 199, 223, 401

IBNeR 12, 376
IBNyR 12, 376
Incremental loss development pattern 146
Index 4
function 4
Individual development factor 38, 70, 350
Inflation 3
superimposed 5
Information available at time $t$ 5
total 6, 378
Information process 6
Innovation gains process 8

Kalman filter 160–5
evolutionary credibility models 160
Kalman filter reserving estimator 162
model assumptions 160
model assumptions Gerber-Jones 164
recursion formula 161
reserves 165
structural parameters 161

Legal compulsory insurance 3
Life Insurance 1
Lines of business (LoB) 1
LoB, see Lines of business
Log-likelihood function 26, 208, 210, 211
Log-normal/Log-normal model, see Credible claims reserving methods
Log-normal model 167–82
conditional mean square error of prediction
single accident year 168, 170
estimator
central 176
unbiased 169
unknown $\sigma^2$ I 177
unknown $\sigma^2$ II 178
Log-normal model for incremental claims 185–6
model assumptions 168
reserves 174, 176, 181
unconditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 63
single accident year 78, 79, 81
variance function 186

Loss
amount 1
payments, see Claims, payments
ratio 95
Lower triangle 11

Mack formula
aggregated accident years 57
single accident year 53
Marked point process 6
Marked Poisson point process 374
intensity 374
mark 374
Markov chain assumption 37, 260, 350
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods 131–45, 364–8
ABC algorithm 132
acceptance probability 132
asymptotic acceptance rate 145
Bayesian overdispersed Poisson model 133
BUGS 145
conditional mean square error of prediction 143, 364
ergodic Markov chains 132
full Bayesian approach 143
Gamma priors 137, 366
Gibbs samplers 132
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 132
normalization condition 133
proposal distribution 132, 133
single-component updating procedure 134
stationary distribution 132
stationary state 133
transition kernel 132
Uniform priors 134
WinBUGS 145
Martingale 7, 16, 160

Maximum likelihood estimator 201–3
Exponential dispersion family 205
Gamma model 186, 209
Models (M1)-(M3) 392
Poisson model 26, 27
Tweedie’s compound Poisson model 188
MCL method, see Munich chain-ladder method
MCMC methods, see Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods
Mean square error of prediction 33–6
conditional 33
aggregated accident years 41, 55, 57, 63, 80, 230, 264, 272, 295, 319, 321, 357, 388
single accident year 41, 78, 123, 226, 229, 264, 271, 273, 294, 295, 313
unconditional 45
aggregated accident years 230
single accident year 81, 121, 123, 226, 229, 261, 264, 318
MH algorithm, see Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods
ML, see Maximum likelihood estimator
Model of Gogol, see Credible claims reserving methods
Model of Mack 37
model assumptions 37
Model of Schnieper
conditional estimation error
aggregated accident years 380
single accident year 379
conditional process variance
single accident year 379
conditional resampling 379
model assumptions 380
MSEP, see Mean square error of prediction
Multidimensional credibility models 154–65
Multiplicative structure 11, 33
Multivariate additive loss reserving method 288–307
conditional estimation error
aggregated accident years 297
single accident year 295
conditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 297, 298
single accident year 296
conditional process variance
aggregated accident years 297
single accident year 297
estimator 291
individual incremental loss ratio, see
Normalized incremental payments 291
individual incremental loss ratio estimate
normalized incremental payments 288
reserves 302
scaled expected reporting pattern 289
time series model 288
Multivariate Chain-ladder method 259–74
CL estimator 262
conditional estimation error
aggregated accident years 265
single accident year 264
conditional mean square error of prediction
aggregated accident years 264
single accident year 303, 311
conditional process variance
aggregated accident years 312
single accident year 313
conditional resampling 315, 320
multivariate age-to-age factor, see
Multivariate development factor
multivariate age-to-age factor estimate 259, 261
multivariate CL factor, see Multivariate development factor
multivariate CL model assumptions 260
multivariate development factor 260
multivariate individual development factor 250
multivariate time series model 266
reserves 267
Multivariate CL method, see Multivariate Chain-ladder method
Multivariate development factor 255
Multivariate reserving methods 257–329
Munich chain-ladder method 331–46
age-to-age factor estimates
incurred 333
paid 333
best affine-linear one-step estimator 336
claims incurred 333
claims paid 333
CL estimators
incurred 333
paid 333
conditional correlation coefficient
incurred 335, 342
paid 335, 342
conditional expected squared loss 336
conditional normal equations 336
individual development factors
incurred 335
paid 335
linear subspaces 336, 338
MCL estimators 342
model assumptions 333
ratios
  incurred/paid 333, 345
  paid/incurred 333, 346
reserves 343
residuals
  incurred/paid ratios 342
  paid/incurred ratios 342
variance estimates
  incurred 333
  paid 333

Negative-Binomial model 183–5
  model assumptions 184
  variance function 184
Newton-Raphson algorithm 393
New York-method 13–14
Non-informative prior 358, 364
Non-Life Insurance 1
  policy 1

Observations at time $I$
  claims development triangle 10
  $N$ correlated development triangles 259
Open liabilities
  IBNyR claims including UPR 10
  reported claims 10
Other credibility models 159
Outstanding claims liabilities, see Claims, reserves
Outstanding loss liabilities, see Claims, reserves
Overdispersed Poisson model with Gamma a
  priori distribution, see Poisson- Gamma model
Overparametrization 144

Paid claims, see Claims, payments
Paid losses, see Claims, payments
Paid-to-paid method, see New York-method
Partial conditional resampling 45, 54
Pay-as-you-go system 3
Payment process 6, 372
Payments
  accounting year 3
  cumulative 4
Payout pattern 21
Pearson residuals 218, 243
Plug-in estimate 131
Poisson-Gamma model 114–22
  conditional mean square error of prediction
    single accident year 121
    estimator 118
    latent variable 114
model assumptions 115
reserves 118
  single accident year 121
  unconditional mean square error of prediction
Poisson model 25–7, 182
  model assumptions 25
  Poisson ML estimator 25, 26
  reserves 27
  variance function 182, 206
Poisson process
  homogeneous 371
  inhomogeneous 379
  intensity 378
Posterior distribution 91, 108, 113,
  116, 145
Premium 1
  reserves 3
    unearned 2, 376
Premium accounting principle 2
  premium booked 2
  premium earned 2
  premium written 2
Premium liability, see Premium reserves
  unearned
Prior distribution 91, 113, 127
Prior estimate 23, 226
Profile likelihood function 193
Profit-and-loss statement 33
Property and Casualty Insurance, see Non-Life Insurance

$Q=Q$-plot 239, 240, 246, 399
Quadratic loss function 98, 101, 125,
  145–8

Reported claim process 376
Reporting date 376
Reporting delay 2, 377
Resampling 44
  conditional 45, 53, 171, 247, 264, 271
  partial conditional 45
  unconditional 45, 47, 58, 63, 171, 246
Risk exposure per time 370
Run-off situation 370

Settlement process 6, 377
Skewness 368
Social insurance 3
Squared loss function 113
Statistical diagnostics 391–404
  non-parametric smoothing 401–4
Statistical diagnostics (Continued)
  likelihood function 402
  maximum likelihood estimator 403
testing age-to-age factors 391–401
  Akaike information criterion (AIC) 395
  confidence interval 396
  inflation parameter 401
  likelihood function 392
  maximum likelihood estimator 393
  model assumption 391
  Model choice 394–5
  residuals 398
  scaled sum of squared errors (gSSE) 394
  sum of squared errors (SSE) 394
Still-to-come-factor 24
Stochastic kernels 46
Supermartingale 7

Time series model
  Chain-ladder method
    multivariate 264
    univariate 12
  combined Chain-ladder and additive loss
    reserving method 308
  enhanced Chain-ladder method 71
  multivariate additive loss reserving method 288
Tweedie’s compound Poisson model 188–99, 221
  model assumptions 188
  model assumptions constant dispersion 191
  reserves 196
  variance function 190
ULAE, see Unallocated loss adjustment
  expenses
Ultimate claim 6, 12
  Ultimate claim amount, see Ultimate claim
  Ultimate claim load, see Ultimate claim
Unallocated loss adjustment expenses 13–14
Unconditional resampling 45, 47, 172, 244
Uncorrelated increments 8
Unearned premium reserve 3
Upper right corner 45
Upper triangle/trapezoid 11
UPR, see unearned premium reserve

Value-at-Risk 368
Variance function 182, 184, 186, 187, 190, 203, 206, 210
Variance process 7
Variational coefficient 44, 71, 73, 109, 119, 144, 152, 199, 405, 408
WAD factor model, see Weighted average
  development factor model
Weighted average development factor model 69
Wright’s model 199
  model assumptions 199
Year of occurrence, see Accident year